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Abstract. 2014 A rigorous derivation of the characteristic fluorescence correction factor for use in
electron probe microanalysis is presented. To achieve a high accuracy of the resulting expression
Coster-Kronig transitions and effective fluorescence yields are taken into account and special atten-
tion is directed to the excitation conditions, e.g. the subshell structures. The integrations are carried
out as accurately as possible, i.e. analytical solutions are employed if possible. Approximation and
simplifications are avoided as far as possible.

1. Introduction.

Procedures for evaluating measurements in electron probe microanalysis often do without a cor-
rection of the fluorescence radiation excited by characteristic radiation or employ the "standard"
correction developed by Reed [1]. Generally the contribution of secondary characteristic fluo-
rescence is small compared to the total generated intensity, and therefore negligible. There are,
however, cases where the characteristic fluorescence contribution is significant and requires con-
sideration.

A number of investigators have proposed characteristic fluorescence corrections for thick spec-
imens [see, e.g., 1-12]. However, some of these contributions to the problem discussed are quite
old, so that partly very rough approximations were used, resulting in restrictions regarding the
range of applicability.
More recent publications include more rigorous approaches, especially with respect to more

realistic descriptions of the depth distribution function of primarily generated characteristic ra-
diation. The accuracy of these models, though, is often spoiled due to the use of intensity ratios
which generally are very rough and simplified representations of the real situation.

(*) Author to whom correspondance should be sent.
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Büchner and Stienen [10] have been the only investigators to take into account Coster-Kronig
transitions, although - according to these authors - this type of transition may alter the intensity
of the secondary fluorescence radiation by up to 30%.

Moreover rough simplifications have been used concerning the conditions under which sec-
ondary fluorescence radiation is generated. Some older publications even neglect the subshell
structure of the L-series.

The present paper deals with the rigorous derivation of a formula quantifying the secondary
fluorescence correction in massive semi-infinite and homogeneous samples. The type of depth
distribution of primarily generated characteristic X-radiation used is the one first proposed by
Packwood and Brown [13], i.e. a modified Gaussian distribution. In order to obtain an expression
as accurate as possible we considered Coster-Kronig transitions and relative fluorescence yields
and directed special attention to the description of the excitation conditions. Simplifications and
approximations are only employed if the resulting deviations are negligible with respect to the
characteristic fluorescence correction factor.

2. Dérivation of the fluorescence correction factor.

In the following the intensity of characteristic radiation of the detected line i of element j pro-
duced by ionizations caused by characteristic radiation 1 of element k shall be quantified. The
sample under consideration is supposed to be semi-infinite. As basis of this derivation the quan-
tification of generated primary radiation presented by Wernisch et al. [14] will be used. The gen-
erated intensity will generally be denoted by n, while the number of ionizations will be designated
as m.

Figure 1 shows the geometry used for the derivation of the secondary fluorescence correction
factor. The intensity np,kl of primary radiation of element k and line 1 generated in the mass depth
pz is quantified by

np,kl(pz)dpz = mp,k(pz) wkipkidpz (1)

with

mp,k(pz) = 4k ’x Rk ISk "bk (PZ) (2)

and 

03A6k(03C1z) = 
Jo 00 03A6k(03C1z)d03C1z

m stands for the amount of ionizations is the fluorescence yield, p the transition probability,
and No is Avogradro’s constant. A stands for the atomic number of the element in question and
c for its weight fraction, while R is the backscattering factor and 11S the stopping power factor. 03A6
is the symbol for the depth distribution function, i.e. the function quantifying the dependence of
radiation generation on mass depth.

Since the primarily generated photons are partly absorbed on their way from the point of gen-
eration to the point where they cause secondary fluorescence, only a part of this primary radiation
arrives at the surface of a sphere having a radius pr :
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Fig. 1. - Scheme of the geometry used for the derivation of the secondary fluorescence factor.

where /lkl,n / Pn is the mass absorption coefficient for radiation of type 1 of the element k absorbed
in element n.

Th calculate the secondary fluorescence correction factor it must be known how many ioniza-
tions are caused at the distance pz from the point from which the primary radiation originates.
For this the amount of primary radiation absorbed due to photoionization processes between pr
and pr + A/?r must be quantified.

np,kl(pz, pr)dpz - np,kl(pZ, pr)exp [-cj (,rki,jlpj) dpr] dpz (4)

In the case 0 pr -&#x3E; 0 we obtain

np,kl (pz, pr)cj (7k,,j / Pj ) dpz dpr (5)

where 7kl,j lpj is the photoabsorption coefficient for the radiation of type I of element k in element
j.

Until now the angle dependence of the secondary ionizations has not been taken into account.
Allowing for this, the amount of secondary radiation ns,ji generated in the volume sine ’l9)d’l9dpdpr
can be quantified by
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where rii ri, i 1 is the jump ratio of the absorption edge.
Finally the absorption of a part of the secondary radiation on its way from the point of gener-

ation to the surface of the sample must be taken into account. Of course the detector registers
only a small part of the radiation leaving the sample, depending on the solid angle ü covered by
the detector.

Henceforward the lateral distribution of the secondary radiation generation shall be neglected.
In this case the absorption does not depend on the angle ~, and the integration over p simply yields
27r.

The generation mass depth of secondary radiation is quantified by
pz + pr cos(19)

and thus the distance travelled by the quanta in the sample towards the detector is

pz + pr cos(t9) (7)
sin(Ç) 

7

where e is the take-off angle of the detected radiation.
Thus the corresponding absorption is quantified by the term

exp [-Xji(pZ + pr cos19)] (8)
with

~ji = 03A3 cn(03BCji,n/03C1n)1 sin(03C8)
Summarizing the results obtained so far and taking into account the whole intensity of secondary
radiation of line i of element j caused by ionizations due to radiation of line 1 of element k we
obtain an expression for the secondary fluorescence intensity n£; ; arriving at the detector:

n#s,ji =  n#s,ji(pz, pr, t9)dt9 dpr dpz
= 1 2N0 AkRkl/Sklck/cj03C9klpkl03C9jipji (kl,j/03C1j) rji-1 r’ji 039403A9 403C0fkl,j (9)

with

fkl,ji = 03A6kl 03C1) exp (-~kl 03C1r) exp [-~ji(03C1z + 03C1r cos~)]sin(~) d~ d03C1r d03C1z
Th obtain the fluorescence correction factor for the radiation of line i of element j the ratio of
secondary radiation to the primary radiation must be calculated. The amount of primary radiation,
i.e. radiation generated by electron impact, of the detected line i of element j is obtained by

n#p,ji = N0 AjRji/Sjicj03C9jipji039403A9 403C0fji (~ji) (10)

Assuming the most general case, in which several lines of several elements in the sample can cause
ionizations resulting in radiation of line i of element j, a summation of all lines 1 of all elements
k capable of causing ionizations must be carried out. Thus the fluorescence correction factor Fj s
results in:
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2.1 INTEGRATION. - Since the geometry applied for the derivation of the secondary fluores-
cence correction factor is independent of the angle p the evaluation of the integrals of equation
(9) is reduced to a two-dimension problem.

First the factor fkj, ; j shall be represented as

fkl,ji = 03A6kl(03C1z) f(03C1z) dpz (13)

and the quantity

f(03C1z) = exp(-~ji pz) exp (-xki pr) exp(-~ji pr cos~) sin(t9) dt9 dpr (14)

shall be calculated.
For the integration the two regions
region A: pr  pz and

region B: pr &#x3E; pz
must be distinguished. Region B must be further divided into
region Bl: 03C1z1 ~ pz and
region B2: pz,  pz,
where pz, is the absolute mass depth of secondary radiation generation. The principe of this
region distinction is shown in figure 2.

Fig. 2. - Integration regions used in the present model.

In case of regions A and Bl the integration over t9 can be carried out analytically. In a gener-
alized form this integration can be represented by

a exp[-A cos(~)] sin(~) dt9 À la (15)

where a equals 7r in the case of region A and 03C0/2 in the case of region Bl.
The integration over the mass thickness or leads to the first exponential integral:

ba exp(03BB x)xdx (16)
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In the case of region A a equals 0, b equals pz and À can be either smaller or larger than 0. For
region Bl a equals pz, b equals oo and À is always smaller than 0.

The exponential integral cannot be solved analytically, unless it is transformed into a series
expansion. In region A, moreover two different cases must be distinguished, namely À  0 and
À &#x3E; 0, À being Xji - ~kl. Thus we arrive at

f(A and B1)(03C1z) = exp (-XjipZ) In (~kl + ~ji ~kl) + 03B4 n n!03C1zn] (17)

with 
6 = (-l)n+ 1 Xkl + (Xj, Xkl )n for ~ji &#x3E; ~kl
6 . (-1)n+1 [~nkl - (~kl - Xji)n] for Xij  Xkl

In region B2 the upper limit of the integral over pr is a function depending on the angle ~.
The sequence of the integrations therefore has to be changed.
The first integral to be evaluated has the general form

exp(-03BBx)dx=1 03BB exp(-03BBx)
03C1z/cos(03C0-~)03C1z 

(18)

Since the integral over pr cannot be evaluated analytically it shall be left uncalculated for the
present. In region B2 we thus obtain:

f(B2)(03C1z) = exp (-Xji 03C1) 03C003C0/2 sin(~) ~kl+~ji cos(~) {exp (Xkl + ~ji COS ~)03C1z]
-exp [-(~kl + ~ji COS ~ 03C1z cos(03C0-~)]} d~ (19)

For the depth distribution function of primary radiation the model first presented by Packwood
and Brown [13] shall be employed. This model reproduces the distribution of primarily generated
X-rays in depth following a modified Gaussian distribution:

+(pz) = [03B3 - [03B3 - 03A6(0)]exp(-03B2 pz)]exp [-(a pz)2] (20)

Using this very often used [15-24] general description of the depth distribution function the re-
maining integrals over pz (see Eq. (13)) in region A and Bl can only be carried out numerically.

In region B2 the sequence of integration can be changed in order to calculate the integral over
pz before that over ~. This leads to integrals of the following general form:

~0 exp(-s x) exp (-d x2) dx = 1 203C0/d exp - 4 d erfc [s 2 d] (21)

with

erfc (x) = 1 - erf (x)

erf(x) being the error function. Several approximations for this type of function are known in
literature [25].

Summarizing it can be stated that the factor fkl,ji can be calculated mainly analytically, al-
though the remaining integrations over pz (in regions A and B1) and ~ (in region B2), respectively,
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have to be evaluated numerically. If, according to several approximations, the error function is
represented as

erf(x) = 1 - R(x) exp (-x2) (22)
then the results of the calculations discussed above can be summarized as follows:

2.2 CONDITIONS FOR EXCITATIONS OF SECONDARY FLUORESCENCE. - The radiation of all lines
whose radiation energy is larger than the edge energy of a given shell is in principle capable of
ionizing this shell. Since, on the other hand, the consideration of all possible lines would lead to
time-consuming and complex calculations, some simplifications shall be introduced, which will be
discussed hereafter.

If the ionizing radiation originates from the K-shell, then the excitation of the K03B11 and of the
Ka2-lines are calculated using the energy of the former line. The excitation due to K03B21-radiation
is also taken into account, and the sum of these intensities is normalized to unity. The excitation
caused by weaker lines, e.g. Kp2, Kp3 etc. is not calculated explicitely, but through the normaliza-
tion mentioned above also these contributions are taken into account, though assuming that all
radiation energies of the,Q-series are equal to that of the Kpl-line.

In case of excitation through L-lines the structure of the L-subshells (Ll, L2 and L3, the latter
showing the highest edge energy) has to be allowed for. The transitions of electrons ending on
a L-subshell have different probabilities. In case of transitions ending on the L3-subshell those
starting from the M4 and MS-subshells, designated as L,,, - and La2-lines, respectively, are the most
probable ones, the intensity of the L.1-line being about ten times larger than that of the La2-line.
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That is why all lines resulting from transitions ending on the L3-subshell shall be regarded as
having the energy of the L03B11-line.

The strongest line resulting from transitions ending on the L2-subshell is the one designated as
Lpl . All lines produced by transitions on the L2-subshell shall therefore be regarded as having the
same energy as this line. Analogously transitions ending on the Li-subshell shall be considered as
producing lines having the Lp3-line energy.

It should be mentioned that the transitions ending on the L3-subshell lead to the strongest lines,
followed by those ending on the L2-subshell, while the transitions to the Li-subshell only cause
very weak lines. The errors introduced by neglecting the latter lines is, therefore, very small.

The situation concerning the M-lines is, due to a more complex subshells’ structure, more com-
plicated. Since the secondary fluorescence caused by these lines is generally quite small, and since
moreover many important features of these lines are not well known, we decided to assume a
monochromatic line having the energy of the Mat,2-line.

7b calculate the fluorescence correction factor according to the model presented above it is
also necessary to take into account intershell-transitions, i.e. radiationless transitions between
two subshells. These transitions, usually called Coster-Kronig-transitions, shall be discussed in
detail in the next section.

2.3 COSTER-KRONIG-TRANSITIONS AND EFFECTIVE FLUORESCENCE YIELDS. - Th describe the

physical situation leading to secondary fluorescence effects as realistically as possible it is necessary
to take into account Coster-Kronig-transitions. Büchner and Stienen [10] reported that the effect
of Coster-Kronig-transitions can change the secondary fluorescence intensity of a given line by up
to 30%, thus justifying a more thorough investigation of these phenomena.

The effect of radiationless transitions shall be taken into account by means of effective fluores-
cence yields as known from literature [26]. We will, therefore, further discuss the term

(rji-1 r’ji03C9ji pji) Wkl Pkl (25)

of the fluorescence correction factor (see Eq. (12)). The factor wji pji in the denominator results
from the normalization of the primary generated radiation intensity and corresponds, therefore,
to the line used for the evaluation of the measurements, i.e. in general to an a-line.

In case of the Ka-line we obtain:

03C9ji = 03C9jK and 
I (Ka) 

(26)

where I of course stands for the respective intensities.
In case of an La-line being measured, only the ionizations of the L3-subshell are relevant, al-

though the structure of the subshells has to allowed for. We assume, furthermore, that the energy
of the electrons is higher than the edge energy of the Li-subshell, which means that all three
subshells are supposed to be ionized. This assumption is surely valid if the La-line is used for
the evaluation of the measurement data, and only in this case a fluorescence correction will be
needed. For the effective fluorescence yield and the relative line intensity we thus obtain:
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The quantity Ixy is the Coster-Kronig transition probability, i.e. the probability of an innershell
transition from subshell Ly to subshell Lx .

Ni stands for the relative frequency of primarily produced vacancies in the subshell L,. Heinrich
[26] proposes to calculate in first order these vacancies according to the number of electrons in
the respective subshells, i.e.

Nl : N2 : N3 = 1 : 1 : 2 (28)

Fink et al. [27] quantify this relation in a slightly different way. Based on the ionization cross
section of Bethe [28] they established the relation

N:N:N= 
1 : 1 : 2 

29

where El,2,3 are the edge energies of the respective subshells.
The factor 03C9klpkl is related to the exciting line, i.e. the primary generated radiation. If this is a

K-line, the Ka- and Kp-contribution are taken into account separately. This results in:

03C9kl = 03C9kK and pkl = 
I(K03B1) I(K03B1 + K03B2) 

for K03B1-lines 

(30)
w = wk and = 

l (Kp) for K -lines 
(30)

For the description of L-lines as exciting radiations the following assumptions are made: First, the
electron acceleration energy is large enough to make possible an ionization of all L-subshells, and,
second, all lines resulting from transitions ending on an L-subshell are treated as being monochro-
matic, having the energy of the strongest line. The second assumption leads to the value 1 for the
relative intensities. The fluorescence yields are calculated as follows:

Ll-subshell : Y.Jkl = Y.Jtt
L2-subshell : Wkl = (1 + Nl/N2 f12) W k (31)
L3-subshell : wkl = [1 + N2/N3 f23 + Nl/N3 (f13 + f12 f23)] WL3

Finally the factor rji - 1 r’ji wji pji shall be discussed in detail. This quantity is related to the sec-
ondary radiation. First the ionization probability with respect to secondary fluorescence shall be
quantified. In case of K-shells this result in:

OK ~ (/./p)K = rK-1 rK] (03BC/03C1)total (32)

In case of L-subshells we obtain for Echar &#x3E; EL, :
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The respective total intensities caused by transitions ending at the three subshells thus can be
represented as follows:

IL, oc QL103C9L1
lL2 ex [QL2 + f12QL1]03C9L2 (34)
lL3 OC [QL3 + Î23Q% + (/13 ’i’ f12f23Î) QL1] 03C9L3

These relations can easily be evaluated using the formulae derived in equation (33).
For Ka-radiation this result in:

rji-1 r’ji03C9ji=(rjK-1 r’jK) 03C9jK I(Ka) (35)

and in the case of La-radiation (only a-radiation shall be considered for the analysis) in:

From equation (36) it can be easily seen that the absorption edge jump ratio depends on the energy
of the exciting radiation 1 of element k.

3. Conclusions.

The calculation of the secondary fluorescence correction factor presented in this paper directs spe-
cial attention to an accurate consideration of the excitation conditions, Coster-Kronig transitions
and the effective fluorescence yields. In order not to spoil the accuracy of the resulting correction
factor rough approximations, such as in the older approaches, are completely avoided. Integrals
are solved either analytically or using highly accurate approximations. The rigorous mathemat-
ical treatment of the problem ensures a high accuracy of the resulting fluorescence correction
factor which is a considerable improvement over the theories quantifying secondary fluorescence
presented so far.

Considerable further improvements are expected not to result from a further development of
the basic theory of secondary radiation generation, but rather from improvements of basic quanti-
ties necessary for calculating the secondary fluorescence factor, e.g. more accurate quantifications
of fluorescence yields and Coster-Kronig transition probabilities, more realistic representations
of the depth distribution of primarily generated characteristic radiation, etc. Such aspects of flu-
orescence correction are of course independent of the basic theory presented in this paper, but
rather depend on further experimental investigations of the respective basic quantities. The ex-
tension of the theory with respect to M-lines has not been presented here because of the lack
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of really reliable basic data required for the evaluation of the fluorescence correction factor, e.g.
with reference to fluorescence yields, Coster-Kronig transition probabilities or even ionization
cross sections. Nevertheless the principles of the theory presented hold of course also in the case
of M-lines, and suitable modifications can be easily obtained.
A comprehensive survey of application examples and results of our calculations will be pre-

sented in a forthcoming paper along with comparisons with other correction procedures known
so far.
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